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TCSJOHNHUXLEY presents Qorex Electronic Gaming Solutions for ICE 2017 

 

 

ICE 2017 will provide a major showcase for TCSJOHNHUXLEY’s Qorex electronic gaming solutions. 

First debuted at G2E in September the innovative Qorex terminals have caught the imagination of 

operators around the globe, with major installations commencing imminently in the UK and Asia. 

 

Tristan Sjöberg, Executive Chairman comments, “The introduction of Qorex has provided our 

customers with the opportunity to have a fully integrated hybrid gaming terminal that delivers innovative 

design, an intuitive easy to navigate interface, and because it’s modular, it’s extremely flexible and can 

be configured to suit any gaming environment. With the added benefits of increased security and 

customised game content, Qorex is proving to be a must-have product for any gaming floor.” 

 

Visitors to ICE will be able to see a wide range of Qorex configurations that illustrate the flexibility of the 

system, form large scale stadium layouts with a live dealer, to self-contained carousel units driven by 

the SaturnTM Auto wheel and back-to-back formations that feature state-of-the-art curved screen 

toppers for crystal clear live game feeds and multiple winning number results.  

 

All Qorex terminals are driven by the Gaming Floor Live platform, which delivers essential requirements 

such as security and real-time reporting so casino operators can evaluate the status of their terminals at 

any time and act immediately as required.  

 

The benefits of the Gaming Floor Live platform will also be demonstrated across the Optimisation, 

Bonusing and Media modules as all products now interface with the system, providing operators with a 

real-time, 360-degree view of their live table games.  

 

Other new products being debuted will be HD Blaze Roulette, a new and improved addition to the Blaze 

product suite, which now incorporates even more spectacular animated graphic capabilities to excite 

players by adding the wow factor to games. The patented in-game animations can be incorporated to 

complement existing themes or promotions, providing ever more effective ways of keeping players 

engaged longer. Demonstrated on roulette at the show, HD Blaze will also be available for Sicbo and 

Money Wheel. 

 

In addition to these new offerings, the full TCSJOHNHUXLEY product portfolio will be showcased at 

ICE demonstrating how all products are technology enabled to connect to, and benefit from, the new 

platform. Stand S6-250. 
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For further information, please contact: 

Tracy Cohen, Director of Marketing  -  tracy.cohen@tcsjohnhuxley.com 


